
Types of graphs

The type of graph one uses depends on the type of data

collected and the point one is trying to make. In determining

what type of graph to make, it is often useful to sketch out a

graph to see whether it makes sense or is expressing the idea

you wish to convey.you wish to convey.



Chart Types

• Column Chart

• Bar Chart

• Pie Chart

• Doughnut Chart• Doughnut Chart

• Line Chart 

• Scatter Chart 



Column Chart

� Data that is arranged in columns or rows on a worksheet can be plotted in 

a column chart. 

� Column charts are useful for showing data changes over a period of time 

or for illustrating comparisons among items. 

� In column charts, categories are typically organized along the horizontal 

axis and values along the vertical axis.axis and values along the vertical axis.
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Bar Charts

� Bar charts illustrate comparisons among individual items.

� The bar chart  is useful when the axis labels are long and the  values that 

are shown are durations.
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Pie Charts

� Pie charts show the relationship or proportions of the parts to the whole .

� A pie chart contains only a single data series . If you select more than one 

data series when you create a pie chart , only one data series will be 

displayed. 

� To display more than one data series in a round  chart format use the 

doughnut chart type. 



Doughnut chart

� The doughnut chart  is like the Pie chart it shows the relationship of parts 

to a whole, but it can contain more than one data series . 



Line Chart

� Line charts can display continuous data over time, set against a common

scale, and are therefore ideal for showing trends in data at equal intervals.

Example:Example:

This graph shows the air

temperature and the body

temperature of a rat over one day .

Both temperature were measured 5

times .



XY Scatter

• Scatter plots or scatter diagrams are often used when both axes include 
numeric data (a.k.a. continuous data). . For example, if one wished to see 
whether there was a relationship between reaction time in left and right 
hands in humans, one could record reaction time of the left hand on one axis 
and reaction time of the right hand on the other (Figure 3); both are numeric 
data. 

• Each point is data from one person; thus, connecting the dots makes no sense. 




